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I just love cake... and the ITA!
1997

Features:
Three games: Memory, Snake, Logic
Calculator, clock and calendar
Currency converter
Works as a pager
Profile settings
4 colours
Can’t get enough of this ITA
Now [ITA Expansion] is a very significant achievement.
Removes Tax on ICT
Grows our Economies
Helps SMEs Get Ahead
Improves Our Healthcare
Solves Infrastructure Challenges
Bridges the Digital Divide
Helps Meet UN Sustainable Development Goals
Removes Noodle-Bowl Headache of Rules of Origin
The Road to Buenos Aires and MC 11
Objective 1: Learn Tango
Objective 2: Join ITA
Think Big!

Shouldn’t we join the ITA?

Yep
SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

Building America’s Innovation Economy

WWW.SEMICONDUCTORS.ORG